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Abstract—The evolution of multi-input multi-output (MIMO)
will develop toward extremely large-scale MIMO (XL-MIMO)
for future 6G communications. With the extension of the antenna
array, the electromagnetic propagation change from far-field to
near-field. Because of the near-field effect, the exhaustive near-
field beam training scanning all angles and distances involves very
high overhead. The existing fast near-field beam training scheme
with extra time-delay circuits can reduce the overhead, but it
suffers from very high hardware costs and energy consumption.
To solve this issue, we propose a low-overhead near-field two di-
mension (2D) hierarchical beam training after carefully designing
the near-field multi-resolution codebooks. Specifically, we first
formulate the problem of designing near-field multi-resolution
codewords, which have various angle coverage and distance
coverage. Next, we propose a Gerchberg-Saxton (GS)-based
algorithm to obtain the theoretical codeword by considering the
ideal fully digital architecture, and an alternating optimization
algorithm is then proposed to acquire the practical codeword
by considering the hybrid digital-analog architecture. Finally,
we generate multi-resolution codebooks and propose a near-
field 2D hierarchical beam training scheme. Simulation results
demonstrate that the proposed scheme can provide a tradeoff
between the achievable rate performance and overhead in near-
field XL-MIMO beam training.

Index Terms—Extremely large-scale MIMO, beam training,
codebook design.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the emergence of new applications, such as digital
twins, 6G is expected to achieve a 10-fold increase in spectrum
efficiency than 5G [1]. The extremely large-scale MIMO (XL-
MIMO) is a promising technique for 6G to achieve ultra-high
spectrum efficiency [2]. In XL-MIMO systems, the base sta-
tion (BS) deploys an extremely large-scale antenna (ELAA) to
obtain the spatial multiplexing gain by reliable beamforming.
Before beamforming, beam training should be conducted to
search the optimal beamforming vector, i.e., codeword, in the
predefined codebook.

There are two typical categories of beam training methods
for MIMO, which are respectively far-field beam training
and near-field beam training. For the first category, since the
antenna number is not very large in 5G systems, the MIMO
channel is modeled in the far-field region with the planar wave
assumption, where the array response vector of the far-field
channel is only related to the angle. In this case, the Discrete
Fourier Transform (DFT) codebook can be utilized to conduct
beam training to capture the physical angle information in

the angle-domain of the channel paths. The size of the DFT
codebook is proportional to the number of antennas at BS.
Since XL-MIMO has a large number of antennas, the DFT
codebook suffers from very high beam training overhead.
Thus, to reduce the beam training overhead, some hierarchical
beam training schemes were proposed [3], [4]. The basic idea
is to search from the lowest-resolution sub-codebook to the
highest-resolution sub-codebook in turn, where the angle range
needed to be scanned reduces layer by layer gradually. With
the help of hierarchical beam training, the overhead is only
proportional to the logarithm of the antenna number at BS [4].

As the antenna number dramatically increases in 6G XL-
MIMO systems, the near-field range will expand by orders
of magnitude, which can be up to several hundreds of me-
ters [5]. Thus, the XL-MIMO channel should be modeled
in the near-field region with the spherical wave assumption.
For the second category, i.e., near-field beam training, the
array response vector of the near-field channel is not only
related to the angle but also to distance. Thus, to capture the
physical angle as well as distance information of the channel
paths, a polar-domain codebook should be utilized instead of a
DFT codebook [6]. Accordingly, the size of the polar-domain
codebook is the product of the antenna number at BS and the
number of sampled distances. Since only one angle and one
distance can be measured in each time slot, the exhaustive
search method for near-field beam training has a very high
overhead [7]. To address this problem, we have proposed a fast
time-delay based near-field beam training for XL-MIMO with
low overhead [8], where each antenna requires a time-delay
to provide frequency-dependent phase shift. In specific, thanks
to the near-field beam split effect in a wide band, near-field
beams can be flexibly controlled by extra time-delays hardware
circuits and then focus on different angles and distances at
different frequencies in one time slot. However, the time-delay
based beamforming structure will lead to not only high cost but
also very high energy consumption, especially for XL-MIMO
systems with a large number of antennas.

Thus, to design a low-overhead beam training scheme, we
propose a near-field two dimension (2D) hierarchical beam
training scheme by designing the multi-resolution codebooks
referring to the hierarchical beam training in the far-field
scenario. Specifically, we first formulate the problem of near-
field multi-resolution codeword design. Compared with the
far-field case, the ideal beam pattern of near-field codeword979-8-3503-1090-0/23/$31.00 c©2023 IEEE
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should not only cover a certain angle range but also a certain
distance range. By considering ideal fully digital architecture
and practical hybrid digital-analog structure, we provide the
design problem of the near-field theoretical codeword and
practical codeword. Then, inspired by the Gerchberg–Saxton
(GS) algorithm in phase retrieval problems in the digital
hologram imaging, we first proposed a GS-based theoretical
codeword design algorithm under a fully digital architecture
assumption. Next, based on the designed theoretical codeword,
an alternating optimization algorithm is proposed to acquire
the practical codeword. With the aid of multi-resolution code-
books with different angle coverages and distance coverages,
we propose a near-field two dimension (2D) hierarchical beam
training scheme. where codewords are searched in multi-
resolution codebooks layer by layer. Finally, we provide
numerical simulation results to illustrate that the proposed
beam training scheme can reach sub-optimal achievable rate
performance with low overhead.

Notations: Lower-case and upper-case boldface letters a
and A denote a vector and a matrix, respectively; aH and
AH denote the conjugate transpose of vector a and matrix
A, respectively; ‖a‖2 denotes the l2 norm of vector a; ‖a‖F
denotes the Frobenius norm of vector a. Finally, CN (µ,Σ)
denotes the probability density function of complex multi-
variate Gaussian distribution with mean µ and variance Σ.
U(−a, a) denotes the uniform distribution on (−a, a).

II. SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, we will first introduce the signal model of
the XL-MIMO system. Then, the existing near-field channel
model will be briefly reviewed.

A. Signal Model

We consider the scenario where the BS employs a N -
element ELAA to communicate with a single-antenna user.
Let hH ∈ C1×N denote the channel from the BS to the user.
Take downlink transmission as example, the received signal y
can be represented by

y = hHvs+ n, (1)

where v ∈ CN×1 represents the beamforming vector at the
BS, which is essentially a codeword, s represents the symbol
transmitted by the BS, and n ∼ CN

(
0N , σ

2IN
)

represents
the received noise with σ2 representing the noise power.

Next, we will briefly review existing near-field XL-MIMO
channel models for existing near-field beam training schemes.

B. Near-Field XL-MIMO Channel Model

When the distance between the BS and the UE is smaller
than the Rayleigh distance [9], the near-field XL-MIMO chan-
nel should be modeled with the spherical wave assumption,
which can be expressed by

h =
√
Nαb (θ, r) . (2)

where α is the complex path gain. b (θ, r) in (2) represents

the near-field array response vector, which can be represented
by [6]

b(θ, r) =
1√
N

[e−j
2π
λ (r(1)−r), · · · , e−j 2π

λ (r(N)−r)]H , (3)

where r represents the distance from the UE to the center of
the antenna array, r(n) =

√
r2 + δ2nd

2 − 2rδndθ represents
the distance from the UE to the nth BS antenna, and δn =
2n−N−1

2 with n = 1, 2, · · · , N .
Before data transmission, the beam training should be

applied to directly estimate the physical angles and distances
of near-field channel paths. The beam training is to measure
the power of y to find the best codewords from the codebook.
The existing near-field beam training scheme is conduct ex-
haustive search in the polar-domain codebook [6], which can
be represented as

A = [b(θ1, r
1
1), · · · ,b(θ1, r

S1
1 ), · · · ,b(θN , r

SN
N )], (4)

The near-field response vector b(θ, r) implies that the optimal
beam training codeword should focus on the spatial angle θ
and BS-UE distance r. Thus, in the XL-MIMO system, the size
of codebooks should not only relate to the sample number of
angle but also distance, which leads to a large-size codebook
and unfordable beam training overhead. In next Section III,
we design the multi-resolution near-field codebooks.

III. NEAR-FIELD MULTI-RESOLUTION CODEWORDS
DESIGN AND 2D HIERARCHICAL BEAM TRAINING

In this section, we will firstly formulate the problem of
codeword design in the near-field scenario, and then propose a
corresponding GS-based theoretical codeword design scheme
and alternating optimization for practical codeword design.
Then, we generate multi-resolution codebooks and propose a
near-field 2D hierarchical beam training scheme.

A. Near-Field Multi-Resolution Codeword Design

1) Problem formulation: To evaluate the effectiveness of
the codeword v, we reference G (v, θ, r) as the beamforming
gain of v in the angle θ and the distance r. The G (v, θ, r)
can be represented as

G(v, θ, r) =
√
Nb(θ, r)Hv. (5)

Suppose the angle coverage and distance coverage of code-
word v are Bv,θ , [θ, θ+Bθ] and Bv,r , [r, r+Br], where
Bθ and Br are the angle sampled step and distance sampled
step. The ideal beam pattern is denote as

gv =
[
gv(θ1, r

1
1), · · · , gv(θN , r

1
N ), · · · , gv(θN , r

SN
N )

]
, (6)

where gv(θ, r) = |gv(θ, r)| ejf(θ,r) is the beamforming gain.
|gv(θ, r)| can be represented by

|gv(θ, r)| =

{√
Cv, θ ∈ Bv,θ, r ∈ Bv,r

0, θ /∈ Bv,θ, r /∈ Bv,r

. (7)

For the ideal beam pattern in (6), the amplitude information
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|gv(θ, r)| in (7) of beamforming gains in target angle coverage
and distance coverage are flattened while other beamforming
gains are zero. Meanwhile, the phase information f(θ, r) of
the beamforming gains can be designed flexibly. Compared to
a far-field codeword, the near-field codeword should not only
cover a certain angle range but also a certain distance range.

The aim of designing a codeword is to make the beam
pattern AHv obtained by beamforming with the codeword
as close as possible to the ideal beam pattern gv. Thus, the
theoretical codeword v design problem can be expressed as

min
v,f(θ,r)

∥∥AHv − gv

∥∥2
2
. (P1)

In (P1), the ideal theoretical codeword v can only be
realized by the fully digital XL-MIMO system, where each
antenna requires one dedicated radio frequency (RF) chain.
However, fully digital XL-MIMO system results in unafford-
able energy consumption. In fact, hybrid digital-analog struc-
ture is usually preferred in XL-MIMO system to improve the
energy efficiency. In this structure, we need to design practical
codewords considering the hardware constraints in terms of
phase shifter resolution and number of radio frequency (RF)
chains NRF. Based on the theoretical codeword v, the design
of the practical codeword vp , FRFfBB can be denotes as

min
FRF,fBB

‖v − FRFfBB‖2

s.t. ‖FRFfBB‖2 = 1,

[FRF]n,i = ejδ, δ ∈ Φb

n = 1, 2, . . . , Nt, i = 1, 2, . . . , NRF,

(P2)

where the FRF ∈ CN×NRF and fBB ∈ CNRF×1 are the ana-
log beamforming matrix and the digital beamforming vector.
Φb =

[
π
(
−1 + 1

2b

)
, π
(
−1 + 3

2b

)
, . . . π

(
1− 1

2b

)]
is the set

of quantized phase shifters with b bits.
Next we will introduce the design method of the theoretical

codeword v and practical codeword vp.
2) Design of the theoretical codeword v: In order to solve

the (P1), we draw the experience from the Gerchberg–Saxton
(GS) algorithm, which is widely applied in phase retrieval
problem for digital hologram imaging [10], [11]. In the phase
retrieval problem, the phase information needed to be obtained
with the fixed amplitude information, which is same as the
phase information f(θ, r) design of the ideal beam pattern in
problem (P1). Specifically, the proposed GS-based near-field
codeword design procedure is shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: GS-based theoretical codeword design

Inputs: |gv|, Cv, Imax, AH , Bv,θ, Bv,r.
Initialization: randomly generate f (θ, r) and obtain

the gv
0.

1. for i = 1, 2, · · · , Imax do
2. calculate the v̂i based on gv

i−1 by (8)
3. gv

i = |gv|∠(AH v̂i)
4. end for
5. v =

(
AAH

)−1
Agv

Imax

Output: Theoretical codeword v.

Base on the (P1), in i-th iteration, given gi−1
v , the v̂i can

be obtained by least square algorithm as

v̂i =
(
AAH

)−1
Agvi−1. (8)

Then, based on v̂i, we can obtain the current beam pattern
is AH v̂i. In order to maintain the amplitude information of
the gv to approach the ideal beam pattern, we only assign the
phase information of current beam pattern AH v̂i to giv. After
the iteration number reaches Imax, we utilize gImaxv to obtain
the designed theoretical codeword v.

3) Design of the practical codeword vp: Based on the
theoretical codeword v obtained by Algorithm 1, we solve
the practical codeword vp design problem (P2) by itera-
tively optimize the digital beamforming vector fBB and the
analog beamforming matrix FRF considering the hardware
constraints. Algorithm 2 provides the specific procedure to
design the practical codeword.

Algorithm 2: Practical codeword design
Inputs: v, Tmax, Pmax, Φb, N , NRF.
Initialization: randomly generate F0

RF.
1. for t = 1, 2, · · · , Tmax do
// Design the digital beamforming vector.
2. calculate the f tBB by (9)
// Design the analog beamforming matrix.
3. for p = 1, 2, · · · , Pmax do
4. for n = 1, 2, · · · , N do
5. for i = 1, 2, · · · , NRF do
6. Search δn,i to satisfy (10)
7. end for
8. end for
9. if δp−1

n,i = δpn,i then
10. Jump to Step2
11. end if
12. end for
13. obtain the FtRF by utilizing (11)
14. end for
Output: fBB = fTmaxBB , FRF = FTmaxRF .

For the given analog beamforming matrix FRF, the opti-
mization problem of the digital beamforming vector fBB can
be expressed as

min
fBB

‖v − FRFfBB‖2 , (P2.1)

which can be solved least square as

f̂BB =
(
FHRFFRF

)−1
FHRFv (9)

Then, for the given analog beamforming vector fBB, the
optimization problem of FRF can be expressed as

min
FRF

‖v − FRFfBB‖2
s.t. ‖FRFfBB‖2 = 1,

[FRF]n,i = ejδ, δ ∈ Φb,

n = 1, 2, . . . , Nt, i = 1, 2, . . . , NRF,

(P2.2)

The optimization of FRF problem (P2.2) can be converted to
the minimization absolute value of each entry of the vector
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v − FRFfBB. Hence, the problem (P2.2) can be transformed
into N sub-problems, which can be optimized one by one.
The n-th sub-problem is rewritten as

min
θ1,θ2,...,θNRF

∣∣∣∣∣[v]n −
NRF∑
i=1

[fBB]i e
jδn,i

∣∣∣∣∣
s.t. δn,i ∈ Φb, i = 1, 2, . . . , NRF.

(10)

To obtain the solution to (10), the exhaustive search is a
obvious choice, where all the combination of δn,1, · · · , δn,NRF

are test to minimize the objective. However, the number of
combination is 2bNRF , which has prohibitively high compu-
tational complexity. For example, if b = 4, NRF = 32, the
2bNRF ≈ 7.9×1028! Thus, we need to investigate near-optimal
search method to reduce complexity.

In this case, we propose a high efficient individual search
method, where each δn,i is determined separately in each iter-
ation. The specific procedures are summarized in Algorithm
2. We firstly initialize the δ0n,1, · · · , δ0n,NRF

by choosing the
entry from the Φb and generate F0

RF. In p-th iteration, we
find best δn,1, · · · , δn,NRF

one by one. In step 6, for δn,i, we
search through the Φb to find the optimal choice to satisfy the
(10). This iterative process performs stop until the number of
iterations reaches predetermined figure or δp−1

n,i = δpn,i. Then
the n-th row of the designed F̂RF can be expressed as[

F̂RF

]
n,:

=
[
ejδ̂n,1 , ejδ̂n,2 , . . . , ejδ̂n,NRF

]
(11)

L

Fig. 1. Comparison between the far-field exhaustive search, near-field
exhaustive search and the near-field 2D hierarchical beam training.

B. Near-field 2D Hierarchical Beam Training

In order to obtain the tradeoff between the near-field beam
training overhead and the performance, one of the method is
to apply a hierarchical near-field codebook, which consists of
multi-resolution codebooks. The sizes of codebooks are deter-
mined by the angle sample step and distance sample step, i.e.,
Bθ and Br in (7). Specifically, as the increase of Bθ and Br,

the corresponding codeword has a lower resolution, and the
corresponding codebook size becomes smaller. As mentioned
before, we can generate near-field multi-resolution codebooks
with different angle coverages and distance coverages based
on the Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2.

Then, these multi-resolution codebooks are applied to con-
duct near-field 2D hierarchical beam training. Compared with
far-field scenario, the near-field 2D hierarchical beam training
need to reduce the search range of angle and distance at the
same time as shown in Fig. 1. The specific near-field beam
training procedure is summarized in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3: Near-field 2D hierarchical beam training

Inputs: L,
{
B1
θ , B

2
θ , · · · , BLθ

}
,
{
B1
r , B

2
r , · · · , BLr

}
,

yopt = 0, sopt = 0
// Generate L sub-codebooks
1. for l = 1, 2, · · · , L do
2. generate the collection of Bl

vl,k,θ
and Bl

vl,k,r

based on Blθ and Blr
3. generate |gv(θ, r)| for based on (7)
4. obtain the practical codewords in l-th

sub-codebook Wl based on Algorithm 1 and
Algorithm 2.

5. end for
6. W = W1

// Conduct beam training
7. for l = 1, 2, · · · , L do
8. for vl,k in W do
9. ylk = hHvl,ks+ n
10. if ylk > yopt then
11. kopt = k
12. end if
13. end for
14. choose vl+1,k in Wl+1 satisfied
Bl+1

vl+1,k,θ
∈ Bl

vl,kopt ,θ
and Bl+1

vl+1,k,r
∈ Bl

vl,kopt,r

15. the chosen codewords vl+1,k compose the W
16.end for
Output: The feedback optimal codeword index kopt

from the user.

First, as shown in Step2, for l-th codebook generation, we
need to divide the angle coverage Bl

vk,θ
and distance coverage

Bl
vk,r

based on angle samples step Blθ and distance samples
step Blr for each codeword. Then, in Steps 3-4, the codewords
design scheme based on Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 is
applied to obtain the l-th codebook Wl. Then, Steps 7-16 are
operated to search the optimal codeword in each codebook
layer by layer.

C. Comparison of the beam training overhead

Beam training overhead refers to the number of time slots
used for beam training. Generally, the beam training overhead
is determined by the spatial resolutions of an antenna array on
the angle and distance, i.e., the number of sampled angles U
and the number of sampled distances S. It is worth pointing
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(a) Layer 1: Ideal beam pattern
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(b) Layer 1: Practical beam pattern
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(c) Layer 2: Ideal beam pattern
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(d) Layer 2: Practical beam pattern

Fig. 2. Comparison of the beam patterns of different layers of the hierarchical
codebook.

out that U is usually set as the same as the number of antennas
on the array. The training overhead of the exhaustive near-
field beam training scheme is US. Meanwhile, the training
overhead of the time-delay based beam training is only related
to the number of sampled distances S. For the proposed 2D
hierarchical beam training method, the beam training overhead
can be represented as O (log (U) + log (S)). It is obvious
that, the training overhead of the proposed 2D hierarchical
beam training is much less than that of the exhaustive near-
field beam training. Since the number of sampled angles U
is usually large than the number of sampled distances S [8],
the training overhead of the proposed 2D hierarchical beam
training is larger than that of the time-delay based beam
training. However, the performance of the time-delay based
beam training heavily depends on the extra hardware overhead
and wideband condition, which will be further verified by
simulation results in Section IV.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

For simulations, we assume that the number of BS antennas
and RF chains are N = 512 and NRF = 100. The wavelength
is set as λ = 0.005 meters, corresponding to the 60 GHz
frequency. The quantified bits number of phase shifters is set as
b = 5. The path gain α, angle θ and distance r are generated as
following: α ∼ CN (0, 1), θ ∼ U (−1, 1), and r ∼ U (20, 100)
meters. The SNR is defined as 1/σ2.

Fig. 2 shows the comparison of the ideal beam pattern
and the normalized practical beam pattern obtained by the
designed practical codeword. In these heat maps, the brighter
the color, the greater the beamforming gain at this position.

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF BEAM TRAINING OVERHEAD

Method Overhead Value

Far-field hierarchical scheme [12]
∑L

l U(l) 40

Far-field exhaustive search scheme [13] U 512

Near-field exhaustive search scheme [6] US 8192

Time-delay based near-field scheme [8] S 16

Proposed near-field 2D hierarchical scheme
∑L

l U(l)S(l) 268

It is worth noting that, in order to show the beam pattern
more clearly, we utilize the rectangular coordinate system
to present the beamforming gains of the locations in two-
dimension space, where the coordinates of X-axis and Y-axis
satisfy x = r cos(θ), and y = r cos(θ). Fig. 2 (a) presents an
ideal beam pattern of the sub-codebook of layer 1, where the
beam should focus on the target location, i.e., x = r cos(θ),
and y = r cos(θ). After we conduct beamforming with the
designed practical codeword, we can obtain Fig. 2 (b), which
presents the beamforming gains of different locations in space
with the designed practical codeword. From Fig. 2 (b) we
can see that the target location has the largest beamforming
gain and other locations have much lower beamforming gains.
Moreover, from Fig. 2 (c) and (d), for the codeword in the
codebook of layer 2, the designed practical codeword can also
realize the beam pattern close to the ideal beam pattern.

Table. I presents the comparison of beam training overhead
for different methods. We compare the proposed near-field 2D
hierarchical beam training algorithm with the existing far-field
hierarchical beam training scheme [12], far-field exhaustive
search beam training scheme [13], the near-field exhaustive
search beam training scheme [6], and time-delay based near-
field beam training scheme [8]. We set the number of angle
and distance samples as U = 512 and S = 16, respectively.
The overhead of the far-field exhaustive search is set as the
same as the number of sampled angles, i.e., 512. For the near-
field exhaustive search scheme, which relates to not only the
number of sampled angles but also the number of sampled
distances. Thus, the overhead of the near-field exhaustive
search beam training scheme is set as 512 × 16 = 8192.
The overhead of time-delay based near-field beam training
relates to the number of sampled distances, which is set as
16. For the far-field hierarchical beam training scheme, U (l)

is the number of sampled angles in the l-th layer, where
U (1) = 4, U (2) = 4, U (2) = 32. Thus, the overhead of far-field
hierarchical beam training is

∑L
l U

(l) = 4 + 4 + 32 = 40.
For the proposed near-field 2D hierarchical beam training
algorithm, we use three-layer codebooks. The size of codebook
layer 1 can be calculated as 64× 4 = 256, where the number
of sampled angles and distances is set as 64 and 4. For the
codebook layer 2 and layer 3, we only need to search 8 and 4
codewords. Thus the overhead of the proposed near-field 2D
hierarchical beam training algorithm is 268, which is almost
half of 512 and only 3.3 % of 8192.

Fig. 3 presents the performance of achievable rate com-
parison against the beam training overhead under different
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Fig. 3. Achievable sum-rate performance comparison with respect to the beam
training overhead under different bandwidths. (a) 100 MHz; (b) 500 MHz.

bandwidths. From Fig. 3 (a), where the bandwidth is 100
MHz, we can observe that the proposed near-field 2D hi-
erarchical beam training can achieve the best performance
of all schemes with relatively lower overhead. For example,
the proposed scheme outperforms the far-field angle-domain
codebook with only half of the beam training overhead. The
reason is that the existing far-field codebook can only capture
the angle information of the channel path. Moreover, the time-
delay based scheme has worse performance than the proposed
scheme in this narrow-band condition. The principal reason
is that the ability of time-delay circuits to control the beam
split will decrease by reducing the bandwidth. Meanwhile,
Fig. 3 (b) illustrates the wide-band situation, where the band-
width is 500 MHz. It can be observed that the time-delay
based beam training scheme has better performance than the
proposed scheme. However, the proposed scheme has much
lower hardware cost and is bandwidth-independent. Thus, we
believe that the proposed scheme provides a tradeoff between
the performance and overhead in near-field XL-MIMO beam
training in a more general and cost-saving way.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed a low-overhead near-field 2D
hierarchical beam training by designing the near-field multi-
resolution codebooks. Specifically, we first formulate the prob-
lem of designing near-field codeword and generating multi-
resolution codebooks. It is worth pointing out that the proposed
Gerchberg–Saxton (GS) based algorithm can be utilized in de-
signing codewords to realize arbitrary beam patterns. Then, a
low-overhead near-field 2D hierarchical beam training scheme
is proposed. Significantly, the proposed scheme can achieve
sub-optimal performance without restriction to the hardware
cost and wideband condition.
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